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Introduction
Before coming to Concurrency, I represented 50+ companies seeking to
bring on IT talent. At first my focus was staff-augmentation. Later, I shifted to

permanent placements and eventually to the highly specialized area of IT
professional services hiring.

Over the course of thousands of placements, I’ve seen first-hand what
happens when hiring firms are unclear about the differences between staff-

augmentation and project-based consulting.

Because the word “consulting” is so loosely used in the IT industry, business

decision-makers are often unclear about both the basic differences between
staff-aug and project-based consulting. The following is a brief overview.
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Overview
Staff-augmentation firms promote their ability to recruit and place

candidates with specific skillsets that a client firm needs more of for
a period of time. Although the word “consultant” is often applied to

the staff-aug model, this is not consulting in the traditional sense of
expert advice and services. Rather, the staff-aug model is focused

Article Overview:
Staff augmentation and project-based consulting fulfill
different business needs.
•

on adding another set of hands to an existing team. These “hands”

may be found locally or sourced overseas by big firms positioned to
find the cheapest resources who appear qualified. Over the past 30

or so years, IT temporary staffing has become big business, with a

•

As the IT industry has matured, rigorous specialization
has become necessary. For new technology or new uses
of technology, you can’t just plug in bodies.
For rote tasks or work requiring a low level of
specialization, legacy staff-aug models may suffice.
Degree of Specialization

vast proliferation of recruiters—at everything from multi-national

firms to independent agencies—trying to find qualified candidates.

Project-based consulting, on the other hand, isn’t about dabbling

or adding “another set of hands.” It’s about knowing what you want
to accomplish and finding a specialized partner to help you do that

well. The project-based consulting model is designed to avoid

focuses on business analysis and close cooperation between the
client and a team of real experts who engage for a specific business

purpose and a limited period of time. In this model, a Statement of
Work or other negotiated agreement governs the project. Savvy
managers at client firms understand how to collaborate with the

consulting firms by ensuring the consulting firm has plenty of skin

in the game, which helps ensure project success. But more than
anything, it’s the quality of the experts who gravitate to projectbased consulting firms.

Type of Work

bringing misdirected solutions into a client business, because it

New
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or Strategic
Initiative

“Plug In” or
Rote Work
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Specialization &
Sophistication
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Success
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High risk of failure

Project-Based
Consulting

Hire/Train
or
Staff
Augmentation

Hire/Train
or
Project-Based
Consulting

Are you doing something new
or do you “just need a body” to
plug into ongoing work?

That’s not a bad way to learn, but it may be very costly in time and

in terms of project success. There’s also the common problem of a
key in-house employee taking the lead on a hot new technology

only to soon thereafter depart for another firm—perhaps even to

offer those same skills as a project-based consultant. The people
who are truly driven by technical advancement tend to gravitate to

the relatively higher-paying, higher-stress, and learning-intensive

Staff-aug workers can rise only as high as your internal levels of
productivity and applied expertise. This is one of the key points
brought out in a recent Gartner study i of hiring trends among staffaug and project-based consulting models. It’s a critical point for
business decision makers to grapple with, because an initiative’s
success usually depends upon having the correct strategic direction.

world of project-based consulting.

So if you need another set of hands to meet a specific need on a

only to experience some pain later because of how specialization

appropriate. The candidate will come in and execute on a certain set

gloss over knowledge and experience divides.

That fact of human nature is one reason why staff-aug firms struggle

to deliver the level of expertise they say, or perhaps even think, they

can deliver. Too often, managers at client firms tell a staff-aug
recruiter “I need a SharePoint person” or “I need a CRM person,”

project that’s already under way, a staff-aug model may be

actually works in the industry. It’s dangerous to project success to

of tasks and that’s it. Also, as Gartner wrote:

Furthermore, it’s notoriously difficult to build a successful project

Because external staff augmentation resources are directed by
the enterprise, and generally work on activities alongside client
resources within a project, the level of productivity of the external
workers will follow the level of productivity that exists within the
client organization.
On the other hand, if you’re doing something new, you’ll prefer

experts who can raise the bar—bringing your own team to a new

level. How high that new level “reaches” depends on the strengths
of your in-house team, but there’s little question the level will indeed

rise when you establish a project on a solid foundation of business
analysis and execute it with true experts.

If you don’t bring in real experts, the only alternative is to have your
own staff fumble their way through learning a new technology.

team using mix-and-match resources such as: an internal project

manager, a staff-aug BI person, an internal DBA, and so forth. Ad

hoc teams often struggle to accurately assess business needs and
hold to a project vision. It’s not possible to guarantee project
success.

The project-based consulting model seeks to meet the need of more

efficient, more cost-effective expertise in a way that amplifies your

own team. Project-based consultants add value—and are hired
because they add value—through their deep experience with
specific technologies even before those technologies hit the

markets. As beta testers, they’ve been riding the wave of a new
technology before the public even knows it exists.

Who do you want to carry the
risk of success versus failure?
In a staff-aug approach, the client pays for the additional worker’s

time while maintaining all the risk of project success. From Gartner’s
study, Choosing the Right External IT Delivery Model to Meet Business
Needs:

In this model [staff-aug], the quantity and quality of the work is
managed wholly by the client, who retains all risks associated with
delivery and outcomes.
In the case of projects where you’re laying eyes on a technology or

method for the first time, do you want to carry all of that risk
yourself? A project-based model ensures that your partner also has

skin in the game. By framing a project with a Statement of Work and
other planning documents, the partner is obligating itself to
successful outcomes.

Therefore, the consulting partner has direct business incentive to

come to you with potential pitfalls, suggest alternative (better)

solutions, and establish a strategy that ensures the project at hand

fits in well with a larger vision. Milestones, outcomes, deliverables—
these are critical for project success. They are an essential part of

working with a partner who is willing to make a commitment to your
success.

How established is your process
and methodology for this
specific work?
As the Gartner research bore out, a staff-aug model works best in

business initiatives for which you already have defined process or
methodology that you’ve been executing and simply need to keep

executing. To use a driving analogy, in this type of scenario you: (1)

have a map and know where you are; (2) know where you’re going;
(3) just need another driver to take a shift behind the wheel.

But what if you’re not quite sure where you are on the map or which
direction to go?

What if you have someone in house who has the technical expertise

to set the agenda wisely? In that case, you are fortunate because it’s
pretty rare to have people on staff who have enough expertise in a
specific technology that’s on the leading edge. But what if that

person’s expertise is just a little less than you presumed? Then you

take on risk that the project direction isn’t established correctly from
the beginning.

Looking to a placed staff-aug resource to be the expert to set the

direction is even riskier. It’s hard for client firms—just as it is for

recruiters—to accurately gauge experience and expertise based on
interviews and resumes, which typically overstate a candidate’s
proven capabilities.

In a project-based model, the partner brings its methodology—

proven over hundreds of engagements—to bear on your business

Those conditions apply almost anytime you’re dealing with new

needs. It’s that combination of field-proven experience, knowledge

don’t know exactly where you are and where you’re going, then you

technology is headed that can help you prevent expensive detours.

technology or the application of technology in new ways. If you

of best practices, business savvy, and awareness of where

risk an unfortunately likely result: technology implementations that

With regard to processes and methodologies, every company has

never quite deliver the business benefits you hope for and no longer
make sense.

certain things it knows and does very well. In a project-based model,

you bring in people to raise the level on the things you recognize

A project-based model is designed to avoid this type of expensive,

you can’t do expertly on your own—and the result, after knowledge

technologies—in their current state and where you want to go in

house.

dissatisfactory outcome by zeroing in on people, processes and

transfer—is additional expertise and better methodologies in-

order to improve productivity. Business analysis is the starting point.

That’s the result of an approach designed to go in, analyze, and

Because of the nature of technology, corporate IT managers are

genuinely solve a business need.

usually generalists. They have to be, in order to meet the needs of
departments throughout their organizations. Their range of skills, in

combination with a team of specialized project-based consultants,

is a good combination to raise the bar internally across
people/processes/technologies.
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Founded in 1989, Concurrency is an award-winning IT
consulting agency that envisions, architects, and integrates
across all Microsoft enterprise platforms to bring business
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